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you will need a wire stripper crimping tool soldering iron heat shrink tubing electrical tape and
a wiring diagram specific to your speedometer model additionally make sure you have the correct
gauge wiring and connectors for your speedometer connect the speedometer wires as shown in the
wiring sections secure the speedometer to the dashboard using the provided bracket and hardware 33
8 models 5 models 21 8 311 32 33 4 419 32 23 8 415 16 testing when installing an autometer
electric speedometer it is important to make the proper wiring connections to ensure accurate
readings and functionality the electric speedometer requires a few specific connections to
function correctly including power ground and signal connections some have one wire for a dash
light while some have two vehicles with an automatic transmission may also have a gear selection
wire connected to the speedometer ordering a component with everything you need is essential mount
speedometer in a 33 8 dia hole be careful not to cut the hole too large cut a 3 8 dia hole in the
firewall for the speedometer wires place a rubber grommet in the hole and route the wires through
the grommet to the engine compartment connect the speedometer wires as shown in the wiring
sections 4 installation tips a 12 v power source must be used to power this speedometer a 12v
motorcycle battery is a good alternative for cars without batteries a battery with minimum 5 amp
hour rating is recommended wherever possible solder wire connections and avoid crimp type
connectors both the compushift and the all in one harness can feed speed signal directly to any
electronic speedometer without the need for any other intermediate signal converters this helps
simplify the wiring and cut down the cost on any extra equipment that would normally be needed the
wiring diagram for a vdo electronic speedometer typically includes several key components these
include the speed sensor power and ground connections as well as the connections for the display
and backlight it is essential to follow the wiring diagram accurately to ensure proper functioning
of the speedometer 1 gather the necessary tools and materials before you start the installation
process make sure you have all the required tools and materials this typically includes the
digital speedometer a wiring harness crimping tools electrical tape and a wiring diagram specific
to your vehicle model using 18 ga wire connect the pos terminal to a switched 12v source like the
ignition wire using 18 ga wire connect the sig terminal or aux terminal to the speedometer sender
or magnetic sensor refer to figure 3 and 4 for sender wiring factory speedometer senders may be
used as well about press copyright contact us creators advertise developers terms privacy policy
safety how youtube works test new features nfl sunday ticket press copyright wiring a gps
speedometer is a straightforward process that involves connecting the necessary wires and
components the gps speedometer requires power ground and a signal wire to function properly power
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the power wire is typically red and needs to be connected to a 12 volt power source always
disconnect the ground lead from the vehicle battery before wiring any gauge connect a switched
12vdc power source to the b or 1 terminal on the back of the speedometer we recommend using a
dedicated power source for the speedometer to avoid possible problems caused by interference the
final ground run using 14 gauge wire should be connected to a good ground such as the engine block
ground strap or directly to the negative battery post note see the separate speedometer
installation and opera tion instructions for information on wiring the speedometer easy how to
video on wiring one of these speedometers i ve wired a few of these speedometers in the past and
for the price of them i am surprised to say that they are all still fully speedometer wiring 1
always disconnect the ground lead from the vehicle battery before wiring any gauge 2 connect a
fused keyed 12v power source to the pink wire of the gauge harness we recommend using a dedicated
power source for the speedometer to avoid possible problems caused by interference follow along
with the guide below to determine what type of speedometer signal is present and learn how it is
tested 1 determine the signal source generally most speedometer signals will be one of three types
for simplicity we will call them one wire two wire and three wire wiring caution as a safety
precaution the power wire to this product should be fused before connecting it to the positive
side of the 12 vdc battery we recommend using a 1 amp fuse auto meter hall effect senders square
wave models 5291 standard 7 8 18 thread 5292 ford plug in sensor 3 wire sender cruise connect the
white wire to the sig terminal of the sw speedometer or to signal terminal of other manufacturer s
speedometer connect the green wire to either the gnd or pos terminal of the sw speedometer as
described in the calibration section sw speedometers are preset to 8 000 ppm from the factory the
red wire is for the voltage input either from terminal a of the 4 pin connector preferred or from
an ignition switched source the black wire is a ground negative potential the best connection
would be to connect to terminal c of the 4 pin connector and to a good ground negative potential



how to properly wire an electric speedometer for accurate

Mar 29 2024

you will need a wire stripper crimping tool soldering iron heat shrink tubing electrical tape and
a wiring diagram specific to your speedometer model additionally make sure you have the correct
gauge wiring and connectors for your speedometer

electric speedometer

Feb 28 2024

connect the speedometer wires as shown in the wiring sections secure the speedometer to the
dashboard using the provided bracket and hardware 33 8 models 5 models 21 8 311 32 33 4 419 32 23
8 415 16 testing

wiring an electric speedometer a guide to autometer accuracy

Jan 27 2024

when installing an autometer electric speedometer it is important to make the proper wiring
connections to ensure accurate readings and functionality the electric speedometer requires a few
specific connections to function correctly including power ground and signal connections

how to install a speedometer 15 steps with pictures

Dec 26 2023

some have one wire for a dash light while some have two vehicles with an automatic transmission
may also have a gear selection wire connected to the speedometer ordering a component with
everything you need is essential

installation instructions electric speedometer

Nov 25 2023



mount speedometer in a 33 8 dia hole be careful not to cut the hole too large cut a 3 8 dia hole
in the firewall for the speedometer wires place a rubber grommet in the hole and route the wires
through the grommet to the engine compartment connect the speedometer wires as shown in the wiring
sections 4

installation instructions electric programmable speedometer

Oct 24 2023

installation tips a 12 v power source must be used to power this speedometer a 12v motorcycle
battery is a good alternative for cars without batteries a battery with minimum 5 amp hour rating
is recommended wherever possible solder wire connections and avoid crimp type connectors

electronic speedometer bowler performance transmissions

Sep 23 2023

both the compushift and the all in one harness can feed speed signal directly to any electronic
speedometer without the need for any other intermediate signal converters this helps simplify the
wiring and cut down the cost on any extra equipment that would normally be needed

understanding the vdo electronic speedometer wiring diagram

Aug 22 2023

the wiring diagram for a vdo electronic speedometer typically includes several key components
these include the speed sensor power and ground connections as well as the connections for the
display and backlight it is essential to follow the wiring diagram accurately to ensure proper
functioning of the speedometer

how to install a digital speedometer wiring diagram and step

Jul 21 2023

1 gather the necessary tools and materials before you start the installation process make sure you
have all the required tools and materials this typically includes the digital speedometer a wiring



harness crimping tools electrical tape and a wiring diagram specific to your vehicle model

help installation instructions general application

Jun 20 2023

using 18 ga wire connect the pos terminal to a switched 12v source like the ignition wire using 18
ga wire connect the sig terminal or aux terminal to the speedometer sender or magnetic sensor
refer to figure 3 and 4 for sender wiring factory speedometer senders may be used as well

speedometer basic wiring tutorial diagram youtube

May 19 2023

about press copyright contact us creators advertise developers terms privacy policy safety how
youtube works test new features nfl sunday ticket press copyright

how to properly wire a gps speedometer detailed diagram and

Apr 18 2023

wiring a gps speedometer is a straightforward process that involves connecting the necessary wires
and components the gps speedometer requires power ground and a signal wire to function properly
power the power wire is typically red and needs to be connected to a 12 volt power source

classic instruments

Mar 17 2023

always disconnect the ground lead from the vehicle battery before wiring any gauge connect a
switched 12vdc power source to the b or 1 terminal on the back of the speedometer we recommend
using a dedicated power source for the speedometer to avoid possible problems caused by
interference



instrument kit installation and wiring instructions

Feb 16 2023

the final ground run using 14 gauge wire should be connected to a good ground such as the engine
block ground strap or directly to the negative battery post note see the separate speedometer
installation and opera tion instructions for information on wiring the speedometer

easy motorcycle speedometer wiring how to diagrams

Jan 15 2023

easy how to video on wiring one of these speedometers i ve wired a few of these speedometers in
the past and for the price of them i am surprised to say that they are all still fully

installation manual classic instruments

Dec 14 2022

speedometer wiring 1 always disconnect the ground lead from the vehicle battery before wiring any
gauge 2 connect a fused keyed 12v power source to the pink wire of the gauge harness we recommend
using a dedicated power source for the speedometer to avoid possible problems caused by
interference

testing speedometer signals classic instruments

Nov 13 2022

follow along with the guide below to determine what type of speedometer signal is present and
learn how it is tested 1 determine the signal source generally most speedometer signals will be
one of three types for simplicity we will call them one wire two wire and three wire

installation instructions digital speedometer

Oct 12 2022



wiring caution as a safety precaution the power wire to this product should be fused before
connecting it to the positive side of the 12 vdc battery we recommend using a 1 amp fuse auto
meter hall effect senders square wave models 5291 standard 7 8 18 thread 5292 ford plug in sensor
3 wire sender cruise

installation instructions gps speedometer receiver 1 2

Sep 11 2022

connect the white wire to the sig terminal of the sw speedometer or to signal terminal of other
manufacturer s speedometer connect the green wire to either the gnd or pos terminal of the sw
speedometer as described in the calibration section sw speedometers are preset to 8 000 ppm from
the factory

omega speedometer operations speedway motors

Aug 10 2022

the red wire is for the voltage input either from terminal a of the 4 pin connector preferred or
from an ignition switched source the black wire is a ground negative potential the best connection
would be to connect to terminal c of the 4 pin connector and to a good ground negative potential
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